Although our products are highly durable, and very low maintenance, things can happen. Our thermoplastic products can be easily repaired on-site following the below instructions.

**TOOLS NEEDED**
Dry cloth, electric heat gun or small hand held propane torch, and color match powder (if necessary)

**STEPS TO REPAIR**

1.) Clean damaged area with a dry cloth.
2.) Apply heat to damaged area with a heat gun or propane torch (use caution when using heating device).
3.) As the heat is applied, the plastic will begin to melt and smooth out to original surface.
4.) For areas that are missing larger patches of coating, call for color matched powder.
5.) Heat the damaged area and sprinkle powder to hot surface allowing powder to melt to the steel thus filling in the barren spots. Repeat this step as necessary.

Regular maintenance is necessary in this and all park and recreational equipment to insure the safety of the user. We are here to help! If you are unsure of the extent of wear on a product, please contact our Customer Service Department at 1-800-458-5872.